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STATEMENT BY LIEUT. -COLONEL JOHN M. MacCARTHY,

"Dunard", 225 Cabrat Road, Dublin.

I have already recorded a comprehensive statement

for the Bureau of Military History W.S. 883.

Here I deal with a single episode the execution

by the I.R.A. of an alleged spy, Patrick D'Arcy, in June,

1921, in West dare. My association with that event

was to serve as one of the links possibly the opening

link in the chain of circumstances leading to D'Arcy's

conviction as a spy or informer.

In the latter half of May, 1921, we (East

Limerick Brigade, I.R.A.) seized a quantity of documents

contained in a captured British aeroplane. Among these

documents were a number of copies of a "top secret"

bulletin, issued over the signature of Major-General

Strickland, the Commander of the British 6th Division at

Cork. This secret document was entitled, "Weekly

Intelligence Summary" and dated 17th May, 1921. It

covered the province of Munster, mainly under the

headings of the various I.R.A. Brigades therein, and

comprised Intelligence data gathered by the British in

relation to those Brigades and their personnel.

I extracted the relevant entries in the document

and transmitted them to all the Brigades concerned.

This was done within a day or two of 17th May, 1921.

Among the entries relating to West dare Brigade, and

transmitted to that Brigade, was

the

following:-

"willie Haugh and 20 others had been living

in a dug-out in a bog in the Moyasta-Shragh

district."
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This quotation is from the original copy of the

"Summary" in my possession. (A further original copy

of the "Summary" has been deposited by me with the

Bureau of Military History, and it will also be found

reprinted
an appendix to "No Other Law", a book by

Major Florence O'Donoghue, to whom I loaned my copy

and gave permission to reprint it.)

In recent years, I have heard the question of

D'Arcy's execution raised in one form or another.

Being aware that one of these re-openings of the issue

resulted in enquiries being set on foot by the

Intelligence Section, Army Headquarters, I arranged

with the Director of Intelligence to have the result

of those enquiries made available to me.

In consequence of that arrangement, the

confidential Intelligence Section file, G2/5555, was

passed to me, with permission to extract therefrom such

papers as I thought relevant and to substitute certified

true copies thereof on the file. This was done, the

file being returned to Intelligence Section and the

extracted documents comprised eight (8) statements or

memoranda, as follows:

(l) Statement by 2413857, Corporal Michael

Russell.

(2) Statement by Commandant Thomas

Marrinan.

(3) Statement by Major C. Whelan.

(4) Letter from Commandant J. Barrett.
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(5) Memorandum (in the handwriting of

Colonel D. Bryan) of a

statement by Captain

Martin Chambers.

(6) Memorandum (in the handwriting of

Colonel D. Bryan) of a.

statement by Commandant

Liam Haugh.

(7) Carbon copy of a report to Minister

(i.e., Minister of Defence)

by Colonel D. Bryan, dated

29th May, 1945.

(8) Carbon copy of a similar report,

dated 8th March, 1946.

I subjoin biographical data as to the five of

the above-mentioned persons known to me.

SIGNED: J.M. MacGarthy

(J.M. MacGarthy)

DATE: 29 4 55

WITNESS: M. F.

Ryan

Comd't

(M. F. Ruan) Comd't.



BIOGRAPHICAL DATA.

Status at date of his Previous status

statement or memo. and associations,

Cal. D. Bryan Director of Volunteer,
Intelligence, Dublin Brigade,

Army Headquarters. I.R.A.

Major C. Staff Officer, Officer,
Whelan Army Headquarters. West

Clare

Brigade,
I.R.A.

Commdt. Liam Retired Army Officer. Officer,
Haugh Flying Column and

West Clare
Brigade,

I.R.A.

Commdt. T. Officer,
Marrinan Cavalry Corps, West dare

Defence Forces. Brigade,
I.R.A...

Capt. Martin Officer, attached Officer,
Chambers Western Command, Flying Column, and

Defence Forces. West Clare
Brigade,

I.R.A.



Statement Made
by 413837 Corporal Michael

Russell. 7th Field
Coy Military

Police on 17th April

1945 at the
Department

of
Defence

I am a Native
of

Cree, Co. Clare and was a

Member
of

the Cree "C"
Coy

3rd Battalion 1.R.A.

West Clare Brigade in 1921
I Cannot new recollect

the exact dates but lane them at lane and can

furnish
them cater

if necessary
I remember a

number
of

incidents about Patrick
Darcy,

School

Teacher
of

Cooraclare Who was
teaching

in

Doonheg and who was executed as a
spy

I remember the Circumstances under Which Shanchan

who was in Charge of
the Police and McNamara

who was a Captain were Captured by
the

British Forces. St was General comment at the

time that
information

was
given

about them

by
Somebody

who had inside information

I was a Travsport
Office

on the um and I Know

nothing about the general inuestigations as to

the
Lakage of

information to the British Forces,

I do
Know, Lowever, that

Suspicion was Arouao

about an ex R.I.C. man Named Sheehan

who lad a Public house in Kiloush. This

Auspicion Was due to the fact that R.I.C. and

Lans were accustomed to
annking

in Sheehan

Public House, He also Had a
farm

at Kilwichill

Co Clare which he visited Occassionally,
at

a date which I Cannot remember I was Present

when Sheehan was detained and
Questioned

about
giving information to the British

autherities. He was
eventually very

finghtemed
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and in
My Presence

made a Statement
demying

that he ever
gave information but accused

Patrick
Darcy of doing

so, Sheehan Stated That

Patrick
Darcy

had
given the

information
in his

(Sheehane) house. I know that immediate

Measures were taken to arrest Pat
Darcy

and

I took Park in thane
Myself,

He was not Cocated

that day however, I Know, but not
first

hand

that it was discovered that
Darcy

was in

Ennis,
I Lane Heard but do not know

of

My Personae Knowledge, that there was a
failure

to arrest Him at Doonbeg Station on his

return
from

Ennis. I understand but do not

Know
first Hand that he returned to his

house from Doonbeg
Station

by
an Unuoual

route. I and another nan Shortly afterwards

arnested Darcy in his own House in Cooraclare.

When we entered the House he was
Going

out

the Back door-at that time and new I believe

Darcy
was

trying
to evade arrest.

Darcy
was then taken

away
to a courtmartial

in Cree. I was not Present at the Courtmartial

but heard
immediately afterwards that he was

sentenced to death
I

suggested ap the time that

the execution should be
adjourned for

the
Purpose

of Confronting Darcy
with Sheehan, and volunteered

to
go

to Kilnesh

for
Sheehan. But no action was

taken on
my

Proposal
- the execution was carried

out
shortly afterwards.

I know
nothing

about
any

subsequent enquiries into this Case I Know

that Darcy
was a Volunteer and

Continuously

associated with them, I know
Darcy

was
missing

from
his School & district

for
some

days
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and Lane Heard that he was in Ennis to

See his brother who had been wounded in

an ambush I do not Know anything about

the
referring of

this Case to G.H.Q. or any

details except
those I lane mentioned I know

of
no new

information
that has

since M I
come to light

affecting this case.
I Know

of
no reason

why anyone should suggest
I coned

give

information that would new be
of

assistance in clearing Pat Darcy's

came I Know that
Darcy Protested that be

was innorend Prior to his execution

although at the time I wade the Proposal
of

Cenfranting
Darcy with Sheehan

I had

complete Confidence
in the

justice of my

Superiors,
and

nothing that has come to
my

Knowledge since has altered
my Opinion

I have wade this Statement
freely

and

after mature consideration and with an

understanding
of

ito importance

Signed Michael Russell Cpe

No. 413837

7th Field
Coy

M.P.S.

Witnessed
by Ian Bzan A/CS

17/4/4S

Dkening
a/Capt

17/4/45
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Patrick Darcy, Cooraclare, Co.

Clare.

Statement taken from Comdt. Thomas Marrinan:

After the lapse of a quarter of a century I am
not quite certain of the details which led up to the
death of Patrick Darcy,. Further I wish to state that
I am not aware of the investigation into the incidents
which led to his arrest, but I am aware that be was
tried by a Court consisting of five officers, four of
whom were members of the Brigade Staff and one the
Battalion Conander. By unanimous vote of the Court
he was found guilty of the charges ana sentence was
duly executed.

Some short. time after Larcy's execution this case
was re-opened on representaticns from O.C. Mid-dare
Brigade. This investigation into the Findings of the
original Court was conducted by the jate General Eoin
O'Duffy.

I am positive that during this invatigation no
evidence was put forward that would in any way reflect
on any member of the Court aria I can further state that
after the investigation the. late General O'Duffy expressed
to me the opinion that Darcy's sentence was justified.

I remained in dare for some years after- this and at
no time cid I hear any suggestion that doubt had been cast
on the Findings of the Court.

I know of no reason why it should be suggested that
I could assist in or give any information that would he
of use in clearing Patrick Darcy's name.

Marno luwian crall

21/11/45



Dept of
Defence

21/4/45

Darcy

Cooraclair

West Clare Ared

The
following

are the
faits

as

Brown
A me

Early in the Gear

1921
certain information Came

into the
possession of

the Brigade

Commander West Clare Briade

which connected
Darcy

With
the

Giving of information
A

Eneing

forces
Further enquirer Were

Made & the Matler pollowed
up.

On the completion
of

enquirer

the Wheele Matler was Submittal

by
the Brigade

Commander A

9.16
Q

Dublin & Some
time

afterwarch the Brigade
Cander

received instmetian
from S.H.Q.

A Have Darcy
executed He was

executed in April 1921.

in Sept or Oct 1921 the Late

Line O
Duffy

investigated
all

the Circumstance &
following

this investigation
I was informed

of the Brigade connds that be

Line O
Duffy,

was latigfred that
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The action taker against
Darcy

Was instifiell.

Daring
the period

of
24 Years

Which has elapred since Darceys

Martian no
fact

has arme

A
my Knowledge which would

indicate that

Darcy
was an

innocent Man

C. Whelan Wager



Confidential

Goat
Building 16

Mession
St

Dublin

24th April 1945
Col D

Bryan,

G.S.O. G.H.Q

Shooting

of

Patrick

Darcy-May

21

Sir,

Shane the honour to
refer

to out

conversation in Connection with

the above Matter & to State

that Tinquired From the cate General

Own O
Duffy after he

had investigated

this case (in cote Summer
of 1921)

how

the matter Stood

He Stated that A was a

Similar case to Daltons of
Limerch

& Would be treated in the Same

way. Shave the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obt Servant

I
Barre Homell



Statement
de Patk

Dacey

Made

by

Cope Martin Charles H.Qs Western Cummd

formerly
an officer in the ASO. West Clare

Brigade
to Cumdt

Powe
Western Cumd

an 3/5/45

(1) Chanter has no desert Knowledge of
the Whole

Cuswess all has
inf

Comabtan es
Warsay

Scabt

dem No 2

No 2
Dacrey

Went to Ennis to Edente
by

and Claum the

& Cinaws of Shanahan
& McNamara. Before Gay

he called to Chambers House and was albertertty

Very

Married and
Sawy

about the
Shootings, actually

Hysterical
about the in udemt at the Same time be

in Queen
hoe Bill Hangh and Chambers were Staying

an in query cer
Wherch the was no veason of sqlanation

and whulk
cd to comment by chambers seste At

this time
there was no suspecran of

Darcy.

No 3
Although

Charles
has no Special Knowledge of

the
Matter et

was Commonly
stated in

Infcruld

Volusteerxcerde
that the first suggesteain

as to

Darcys

Activities Came
from

as Policeman
in

Ennis Whose
name

es thought
to Care Been

Muchly

No 4 It was
Commonly Alleged

as
Stated

that
Darcy

Land

Asted
the School

Cludaven
whoe Haugh Wosstaugg

this Accusation
Cordutty

became
of

Covsedvoba

Upertannel
when the

note
de Haugh

was Cumd

in the Crcesbed Lane
Chinbes Actunl Wera woe

that Bell Haugh
and 6 Othes

Were
Staying

in



Cute
Chambers

Shade at Mowmede
co

Stragh
Where in fact

there were
dugouts Shes encedrint cappard between 1st 19th

of
March

2 May 2
accordry

to Chambers
the

Dugents

woe Secrebed for the Collering doy-See Haughs

Stong
Whuch does not agree

de an in adent
Wedy

cochmen

No 5 Chambers was
detailed to

deal With Sheehan

Wobally an a Sunday
in the Week Before

Darcy

was Secemted Sheehan
did not Come the

Vaad Selected

No 6 Re No 4 Le
Shuld be Mentrroned that the

School Children often Caught food
to Haughe

Chambers
et and as a vesalt winld have Bucwen Whol

they
wbe

Staying

No 7

She
Sheehan Mentioned

in No S (and
Other Vepents)

S Alleged
to be a velative of Seam Moylan, who es

alleged
to have geven

same one described as Sean

Hogan Geven
Sheehans

family

vecevch in Croll

as
Good,

and that Sheehan as bas family
had

Geven
a Lat

of
Arms to a Cork

Brigade
This

was

Before
the

Trace

No 8 Chambers
and Shanahan (Cofe)

bes
Onally

Colbeted

at Sheehans
house (When

lans woe in
et)

revolods

that has
been Cought

Through Sheehan (note

there are vecmows
about other beculier-dealings

en arres

in which Sheehan winld Seem to lave been

con aned)
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Capt Chambers

No 9
Chambers has wet a hobieman nemd

Heerley

who had been Statuned in Doonbeg and Cate in

other Posts
in West Clare Hewley States that the Cetter

Geving
the

information de Shanab um I McNamara

was Posted in
Doosbeg

to Lang Nolan an RIC

man Statmed then in

Ennisty
Mon and be in

curn Posted to
Sergt

Sallevan in Killsee (co Kilrush)

Shoe was no Cordance as to who bosted et bat a

the
coy

as to a herson who mught have bad a

greviance
(Nott

Sullivan es alive has Cocattan es

Brown)

No 10
Charles States

Shanahan &
McNamara were

arrested madhouse

(Rieddjs) soon ofter Caving a Walse No other house

in the
Vacuity

were pardell and as a math
of Cath

eight
Other Winted men woe Sheeby ne a house actoss

the
cogroad (Marrays)

and Were not
Tourdell (Note

et is not Known
if Shanhan

& McNamara bad

Evevrousby
as often

stayed
in

Reedys)

No 11
Chambers States but

only
Evan Bearsay

that
Gen

O'Duffy
beld

an in
Grang

not this matte at Ashline Ho

(the
Barrett's Residence)

rew
Ennis,

between
the touce

and the Split,
date suggested asabnel April 1922

Before
Sides were baleen C endostood that in

Guery

was beld at Urstigotin
of

Mid-Cleve Brigade
as and

Ingnatius o'Neill (Catera
C amt

in the

Army

Mow dead) C Craws
Nothing Crost

Lance
of

in
Garger

&

Sult
bet was cold

by Fade
(er Seam) O'Dea
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Capt Chambers

a semer
Bgde

Offcer
that et had been woved that

Darcy
was

qustey
(Note et is endostood that a

hohce med Meha (er
Melece)

a natroe of
New waas

nowan enswan u agent
was Manchester

that Edetfred

Shanahan
& McNamara when

they

woe awested
about

16th Dec. Ghes is no indecation that Melee snow
sything

as to bow the
Infrmation

was
wocuved)

Note
the Dott

of Darcys Shotting
is Cant as the

6th
Fane (Fording)

1921



Statement Made

by

Cerwat From Haugh. To Cnudt

Paroe Westeen Cummd

(1)
Curdt Haugh was not Wesent

at Coral whurch was

Canducted by the Brigade Staff-Haugh then Cung

O.C. A.S.U

(2) Haugh was not in any Way Devecety Concerned in the

in Vestigatian but Beard that What Crought

Susprecan an
Darcy

Was a Vemark

by

a martin

of the Kilonch
Gaussian

(3)

Haugh
was

Infaned
by

a Volctee
Vchoble now

Somerhat
Mental that

Darcy

had in Guved

from
the School

Cludran of they

Ward this

Barents
day

Whoe Bell Haugh
was

Sleeping

(4) Haugh
was

were of Gen
ODuffys

in
Guvy

but was not Wesemt
as be was then Serwooly

ill Haugh
Bowers

was Infuned
that

om the

Lordeunce wodneed
that ODuffy

Vanertsed
the Man

Shuld
be Shot holf

a
deyen

time Over

(5) Haugh always
Andestood

that Darcy
was rot

fand Gritty
moedy

be Cause of
the Vermevlo

of

the
Merke of

the
Kiloush

Gaweslan
but Became

there Was clefencte Information

Comilcting ann with

garing
information

de the McNamara
& Shanahan

Case,
but does not Know

what the Cletarlswerk

(6)
Haugh

in des Cussey
this case vefes

to
the

information get
in the coftwell plane

en

Limerck (See of 19 of
ws accent of

the
Brigade)

and harted
ant that

the Brish wand enturl

the bogs
were

day
before

acting
thes of anating



Cunett Haugh N.Q.
21

was attvilurted to
Darcy

Haugh avects attention to

the
first

that sewhesand
activity by

the british

Contnuell mabel
Darys

wath when

they

cland

7 candt Haugh on the
information geven oheys celever

in darys ginett and Knows of
no 2 rew

information weeting
the case He states that the

leson who
Knows the whole cose is the

brigade

O.C.

(Leddy)
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Minister.

Patrick Darcy Cooraclare, Co. Clare.

Sir,

I have now seen all the officers. and other military
personnel mentioned in certain correspondence as being able

(to give intonation which would clear or assist in clearing
Patrick Darcy's reputation. None Of The persons mentioned had
any such information to give and knew of no information which
had come to light since 1921 which would in any way alter or
affect the decision and action then taken with regard to
Patrick Darcy. Statements to this effect have with, one
exception been obtained from all the personnel concerned.
None of the personnel interviewed were, familiar with the
complete details of the case from start to finish, although
they were practically all familiar with certain aspects of the
matter. Some of them were in addition rather hazy on details
after the lapse of a quarter of a century and none of them
could supply dates.

The statements taken, with one or two exceptions, do not.
deal with the circumstanceä in so far as they are known to
the military personnel and merely state that the personnel
concerned know of no new information affecting the case. In
the case of Corporal Russell, who had to be specially brought
from Limerick, a more detailed statement was obtained. In the
case of-Cozmndt. Haugh, no written statement was obtained for
special reasons but notes of the information which he had is
available. It afterwards transpired that although he was a
principal in certain aspects of the case, he was not in fact
a principal in the prior investigations and therefore was
unable to supply anything like the information anticipated
when it was decided to send an officer specially to interyiew
him.

Most of the military personnel mentioned had heard of an
investigation or enquiry conducted by the late General O'Duffy
into this case some months after the Truce and evidently on
the same occasion that he visited Clare for the purpose of
organising the 1st Western Division. None of the personnel
interviewed by me were present at the enquiry but they. state
that they were informed at the time that General O'Duffy found
that the action taken with regard. to Darcy was justified. They
further state that at the time there was no action taken or
suggestion made which would in any way indicate that General
O'Duffy did not confirm or approve of the action taken with
regard 'to Patrick Darcy and that further the enquiry was held
at least some months before the split or civil troubles which
might have distracted attention from this investigation. One
of the officers. mentioned Commdt.. Marrinan was not
actually present at the enquiry or called as a witness. He
has given me a statement attached (cAppendix

"A")

in which he
states that after 'the enquiry Genzéral O'Duffy expressed the
opinion to him that the sentence imposed on Darcy was,
justified. On the other hand, Commdt. Joseph Barrett,
formerly of the Mid-Clare Brigade, has given me. a statement
attached (Appendix "B") in which he states that General O'Duff
made another statement on the Darcy case. Commdt.. Barrett als
states he obtained some other information on the case from a
person in Clan now dead. In the event of a general
re-investigation being made of this case it will be necessary
to have this information considered. It is briefly that a
Solicitor In Clare who had contacts with the' British miltary

authorities
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authorities in clare mentioned he had reason for believing
that Darcy was not guilty.

The Only officer from outside the 1st Western Division
who was with General O'Uaffy on the occasion he organized the
Division, which would also appeàr to be the occasion on which
he conducted the enquiry, is now Commdt. Breen of the Army
Medical Service and he never heard of the Darcy case.

Moat of file regretted and considerable delay, in this case
has been due to the effort to trace any records General O'Duffy
might have had or more particularly officers who might have
had some knowledge of those records. from the initiation of
the enquiries it was realised that generally speaking there
are few or no records in the Department of Defence going
further back than approximately June, 1922. The only
information with regard to the West dare Brigade in Military
Archives is an account of the Brigade's activities compiled
years afterwards by one of the officers mentioned in the
correspondence as being familiar with the case. In this
account the officer concerned only refers in a guarded and
remote way to the Darcy incident and his execution in the
account is regarded as completely justified. The
investigations would tend to confirm the view widely held at
the time of General O'Duffy's death that he had in his
possession a considerable number of papers relative to his
national activities at various periods. On the other hand, an
officer who had something to do with his staff at the time
does suggest that General Oaiffy would after his return from
Clan only have held and kept in his files papers relative to
his duties, as Deputy Chief of Staff and Director of
Organisation. This officer suggests that any papers he
brought to dare relative to the Darcy ase and any report he
submitted On it on his return would have been passed to the
officer responsible for initiating the further enquiry in the
Darcy case. That officer might have been the Minister for
Defence; the Chief of Staff; the Director of Intelligence; or
possibly the Adjutant General. The prospects of finding In the
Department of Defence or otherwise any recoras kept by General
O'Duffy are therefore exceedingly remote.

In view of the conflict of evidence as to his actual
decision after his enquiry in the Darcy case it Would seem that
certain senior Army officers of that date not now in service
miglt be able. to give some information on this particular issue.

COLONEL.
(Dan Bryan.

C.S.O. G.2 BRANCH.

29th May, 1945.
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Confidential.

Miniêter.

Patrick Darcy, cooraclare. co. Clare.

Sir,

This note is intended to briefly recapitulate
the result of my investigations in this case.

Originafly I was only given the job of

investigating two particular points by the Taoiseach.
These were

(1) If a number of specifically named officers. stil,
serving in the Army knew of any reasons wh±ch
had arisen since Darcy was shot which might
alter the original decision in the case, and

(2) If it were possible to trace any official notes
or records Of the enquiry which General O'Duffy
held in connection With. this incident at some
period after the Truce in 1921.

I have since seen all the officers originally
mentioned and a number of other officers and
individuals, With the exception of Commandant
Joseph Barrett, they all state that no information
has come to their notice why the original decision

inthe case of patrick Darcy should be altered.

I again attach' as Appendix 'A' a copy of Commdt.
Barrett's report to me I should state that while. I
really know nothing about the Dalton case, I under-stand

he was a Volunteer from Limerick who was
executed as a spy or at least for persistent
association with enemy forces. After the Truce I
ündei'stand his (Dalton's) case was re-investigated
and it was decided he should not have been executed.
Commdt. Barrett also states he has some other new
information on the Darcy case, which of course woüld'.''
require äonsideration if there is a general
re-investigation of it.

On the other hand I again also attach as
Appendix 'B' a copy of Commandant T. Marrinan's
statement in which he states General O'Duffy told
him after the investigation that the sentence on
Darcy was justified.

The only personal opinion I wi1l express is the
view that if Ceneral O'Dutfy's investigation did
clear Darcy, it is surprising that the result of his
investigation did not become generally known at least
in higher Volunteer circles at that time.

I have made extensive enquiries as to the
existence of a note or record of General O'Duffy's
investigation or its result but cannot trace such a
document. I cannot, however, exclude the

possibilitythat such a document is amongst old unsorted records
in this, or other Departments or in private hands. Iknow that a considerable number of papers formerlyheld by General O'Duffy are in the hands of

private
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individuals.

It must be remembered that the Department of
Justice and the Garda have conducted other enquiries
in this case. The Commandant of the West Clare
Brigade at the time of the incident is a Garda
officer and I understand he is the person who
suggested that the records of General O'Duffy's
enquiry should be in the Department of Defence. In
addition, practically all the officers interviewed
stated he was the person who knew all the facts.

Generally, I must state that, although as a
result of suggestions many other people have been
approached and certain people are still exploring
one or two possible sources of information, I have
no more information as to the O'Duffy enquiry than
that given in my report of the 29th May, 1945.
Further, I am not hopeful that any more information
will be forthcoming.

Dan
COLONEL.

(Dan Bryan).

C.S.O. G.2 BRANCH

8th March, 1946.
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